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The Policy Speaker Series is an effort funded through the NASA Carbon Research Program and                         

co-sponsored by the Joint Global Carbon Cycle Center (JGCCC). 

 
You may access the seminar remotely: To register for live stream:  
https://gsfc610.adobeconnect.com/cmsoct2018/event/registration.html 
For audio, please call: USA Toll free: 1-844-467-4685, Access code: 9907511380 
For other countries, look up your country here, same passcode (9907511380#). 
 

About the Talk  

Environmental Defense Fund has coordinated a set of comprehensive methane measurements in collaboration with hundreds 
of scientists and dozens of research institutions.  This effort has produced a detailed understanding of methane emissions 
from the US oil and gas supply chain, indicating that US EPA inventories are underestimating emissions by about 60%.  A 
synthesis of these efforts appeared in Science in June 2018 (Alvarez et al.).  This effort also highlighted that many sites are 
emitting very little methane and as such provide clear evidence that existing technology could significantly reduce emissions if 
deployed effectively.  With a focus on producing policy relevant data this six year effort was able to greatly increase our 
understanding of, and turn a spot light on, the role of methane emissions associated with oil and gas activities.  It also 
provided a clearer picture of  the potential for methane emissions mitigation to slow the rate of warming in the near term. 

 
About Our Speaker 

In his role as chief scientist Steven Hamburg works to ensure that EDF’s advocacy is based on the best 
available science.  He is currently coordinating studies on methane emissions from the global natural gas 
supply chain.  Prior to joining EDF he spent 25 years on the faculties of Brown University and the University 
of Kansas and served as a lead author for the IPCC and other panels and review bodies.  He has published 
more than 100 scholarly papers on biogeochemistry, climate change impacts on forests and carbon 
accounting. He currently co-chairs the Solar Radiation Management Governance Initiative (joint project of 
Royal Society, TWAS, EDF) and serves on US EPA’s Science Advisory Board, NAS’s Board on Environmental 
Science and Toxicology as well as many university/government advisory boards.  

  

 
If you would like to meet with the speaker after the talk, please contact cms_policy@cce.nasa.gov  

If you are coming from outside NASA Goddard, please contact cms_policy@cce.nasa.gov to set up a visitor badge. 

Past Seminars: Check out recordings of previous Policy Speaker Series talks on the CMS website: http://carbon.nasa.gov/policy_series.html?  

To unsubscribe from the NASA CRP Applications mailing list, please email edil.sepulvedacarlo@nasa.gov  
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